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NOTICES 
PUBLICATION ALERTS 
If you have had a paper or book published, or you see something which would be of interest to the group, do please send me 
a publication alert so that I can include it in the newsletter. Many thanks to those who have already sent in alerts.  
If there is a journal you feel I should be tracking on a regular basis, do let me know.  
And if you have any other ideas for extending the “EAORC experience”, please contact me. 
 

NEWS 
BREAKING SCIENCE – Male Gorillas Beat Their Chests to Advertise Body Size, Study Shows 
The chest beat of male mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei) is an honest signal of body size, according to a paper 
published in the journal Scientific Reports. Among the most emblematic sounds in the animal kingdom is the chest beat of 
gorillas, a signal that is thought to be important in intra- and inter-sexual competition.  
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/BreakingScienceNews/~3/Jyj8G5TVYNE/gorilla-chest-beating-
09545.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email  
 

BREAKING SCIENCE – New Fossils of Homo erectus Found in Kenya 
Paleoanthropologists have uncovered two new specimens of Homo erectus at the East Turkana site in Kenya. They’ve also 
verified the age of a skull fragment of Homo erectus — one of the oldest specimens attributable to this species — found 
earlier at the same site.  
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/BreakingScienceNews/~3/C_bCBpUzK7Q/new-fossils-of-homo-erectus-found-in-
kenya.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email  
 

BREAKING SCIENCE – 4,000-Year-Old Carved Stone Slab is Europe’s Oldest Known Map 
An intricately carved stone slab from the early Bronze Age found in France has been identified as the oldest cartographical 
representation of a known territory in Europe. The Bronze Age stone slab measures 3.86 m long and 2.1 m wide, and dates 
from between 2150 and 1600 BCE.  
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/BreakingScienceNews/~3/BqLkfeG7jpQ/saint-belec-stone-slab-map-
09553.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email  
 

BREAKING SCIENCE – Aboriginal Australians Used Boomerangs as Retouchers 
New research by Griffith University and University of Cape Town scientists provides the first traceological evidence of 
multipurpose nature of Australian hardwood boomerangs. “Australian lithic assemblages contain a great number of 
retouched tools,” said lead author Eva Martellott from the Australian Research Centre for Human Evolution at Griffith 
University and her colleagues. “Despite this fact, however, material evidence for, and studies, on the retouching tools utilised 
to create these technologies are limited, especially regarding their use in percussion retouch.”  
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http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/BreakingScienceNews/~3/rISFcPHW5FQ/australian-boomerang-retouchers-
09551.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email  
 

BREAKING SCIENCE – Neanderthal Nuclear DNA Found in Paleolithic Cave Sediments 
An international team of scientists has developed new methods for the enrichment and analysis of nuclear DNA from 
sediments, and applied them to cave deposits in Europe and Siberia dated to between approximately 200,000 and 50,000 
years ago. Skeletal remains are important sources of Pleistocene hominin DNA, but are rarely recovered at archaeological 
sites. 
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/BreakingScienceNews/~3/AApL6GGEmQ8/neanderthal-nuclear-dna-paleolithic-cave-
sediments-09563.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email  
 

NATURE BRIEFING – Human brains struggle to subtract 
When solving problems, people tend to think about adding something before they think of taking something away — even 
when subtracting is the better solution. Experiments show that this newly discovered psychological phenomenon applies 
across a range of situations, from improving a physical design to solving an abstract puzzle. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1y32OpI2_LM  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – Age of skull from early human Homo erectus determined, new specimens discovered 
A new study verifies the age and origin of one of the oldest specimens of Homo erectus -- a very successful early human who 
roamed the world for nearly 2 million years. In doing so, the researchers also found two new specimens at the site -- likely 
the earliest pieces of the Homo erectus skeleton yet discovered. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210413121007.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – New evidence suggests sexual division of labor as farming arose in Europe 
A new investigation of stone tools buried in graves provides evidence supporting the existence of a division of different types 
of labor between people of male and female biological sex at the start of the Neolithic. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210414155011.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – The chillest ape: How humans evolved a super-high cooling capacity 
Researchers have discovered how a uniquely high density of sweat glands evolved in the human genome. Researchers 
showed that the higher density of sweat glands in humans is due mostly to accumulated changes in a regulatory region of 
DNA -- called an enhancer region -- that drives the expression of a sweat gland-building gene, explaining why humans are the 
sweatiest of the Great Apes. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210414100144.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – Neanderthal nuclear DNA retrieved from sediments helps unlock ancient human history 
Researchers have retrieved Neanderthal nuclear DNA from cave deposits in northern Spain and southern Siberia, yielding 
new clues to the population history of Neanderthals. With the advent of nuclear DNA analyses of sediments, similar studies 
at other sites can provide new insights into the deep human past that do not rely on the discovery of bones and teeth. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210415142645.htm  
 

SCIENCE NEWS – Honey bees rally to their queen via ‘game of telephone’ 
“Buzz. Buzz. The queen is that way,” said one honey bee to another. “Pass it on.” 
Honey bees can’t speak, of course, but scientists have found that the insects combine teamwork and odor chemicals to relay 
the queen’s location to the rest of the colony, revealing an extraordinary means of long distance, mass communication. 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/04/honey-bees-rally-their-queen-game-telephone  
 

DNA from cave dirt tells tale of how some Neanderthals disappeared 
Estatuas cave in northern Spain was a hive of activity 105,000 years ago. Artifacts show its Neanderthal inhabitants hafted 
stone tools, butchered red deer, and may have made fires. They also shed, bled, and excreted subtler clues onto the cave 
floor: their own DNA. “You can imagine them sitting in the cave making tools, butchering animals. Maybe they cut 
themselves or their babies pooped,” says population geneticist Benjamin Vernot, a postdoc at the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology (MPI-EVA), whose perspective may have been colored by his own baby’s cries during a Zoom call. 
“All that DNA accumulates in the dirt floors.” 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/04/dna-cave-dirt-tells-tale-how-some-neanderthals-disappeared  
 

SOCIETY FOR SCIENCE – 'First Steps' shows how bipedalism led humans down a strange evolutionary path 
In a new book, a paleoanthropologist argues that walking upright has had profound effects on human anatomy and behavior. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
American Journal of Physical Anthropology 
PAPERS 

ANDREW K. YEGIAN et al with DANIEL E. LIEBERMAN – Shorter distal forelimbs benefit bipedal walking and running 

mechanics: Implications for hominin forelimb evolution 

Brachial index is a skeletal ratio that describes the relative length of the distal forelimb. Over the course of hominin 
evolution, a shift toward smaller brachial indices occurred. First, Pleistocene australopiths yield values between extant 
chimpanzees and humans, with further evolution in Pliocene Homo to the modern human range. We hypothesized that 
shorter distal forelimbs benefit walking and running performance, notably elbow and shoulder joint torques, and predicted 
that the benefit would be greater in running compared to walking. 
We tested our hypothesis in a modern human sample walking and running while carrying hand weights, which increase the 
inertia (mass and effective length) of the distal forelimb, simulating a larger brachial index. 
We found longer distal forelimbs and the added mass increased elbow muscle torque by 98% while walking and 70% in 
running, confirming our hypothesis that shorter distal forelimbs benefit walking and running performance. Shoulder muscle 
torque similarly increased in both gaits with the addition of hand weights due to elongation of the effective forelimb length. 
Normalized elbow torque, which accounted for the effect on shoulder torque caused by the experimental manipulation, 
increased by 16% while walking but 52% while running, indicating that shorter distal forelimbs provide a greater benefit for 
running by approximately three‐fold. 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ajpa.24274?campaign=wolearlyview  
 

SHANNON TUSHINGHAM, LOUKAS BARTON & ROBERT L. BETTINGER – How ancestral subsistence strategies solve 

salmon starvation and the “protein problem” of Pacific Rim resources 

This article provides a theoretical treatment of hunter–gatherer diet and physiology. Through a synthesis of nutritional 
studies, informed by ethno‐archaeological data, we examine the risk of protein‐rich diets for human survival, and how 
societies circumvent "salmon starvation" in the northeastern Pacific Rim. Fundamental nutritional constraints associated with 
salmon storage and consumption counter long‐standing assumptions about the engine of cultural evolution in the region. 
Excess consumption of lean meat can lead to protein poisoning, termed by early explorers “rabbit starvation.” While 
consumption of fats and carbohydrates is widely portrayed as a pathway to “offsetting” protein thresholds, there are true 
limits to the amount of protein individuals can consume, and constraints are most extreme for smaller individuals, children, 
and pregnant/nursing mothers. While this problem is not usually perceived as associated with fish, the risk of protein 
poisoning limits the amount of low‐fat fish that people can eat safely. Compared with smaller, mass‐harvested species (e.g., 
eulachon), dried salmon are exceedingly lean. Under certain circumstances fattier foods (small forage fish, marine mammals, 
whales, and even bears) or carbohydrate‐rich plants may have been preferred not just for taste but to circumvent this 
“dietary protein ceiling.” Simply put, “salmon specialization” cannot evolve without access to complimentary caloric energy 
through fat‐rich or carbohydrate‐rich resources. By extension, the evolution of storage‐based societies requires this problem 
be solved prior to or in tandem with‐salmon intensification. Without such solutions, increased mortality and reproductive 
rates would have made salmon reliance unsustainable. This insight is in line with genomic research suggesting protein toxicity 
avoidance was a powerful evolutionary force, possibly linked to genetic adaptations among First Americans. It is also relevant 
to evaluating the plausibility of other purportedly “focal” economies and informs understanding of the many solutions varied 
global societies have engineered to overcome physiological protein limits. 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ajpa.24281?campaign=wolearlyview  
 

MYRA F. LAIRD et al with AUDAX Z. P. MABULLA – Human burials at the Kisese II rockshelter, Tanzania 

The Late Pleistocene and early Holocene in eastern Africa are associated with complex evolutionary and demographic 
processes that contributed to the population variability observed in the region today. However, there are relatively few 
human skeletal remains from this time period. Here we describe six individuals from the Kisese II rockshelter in Tanzania that 
were excavated in 1956, present a radiocarbon date for one of the individuals, and compare craniodental morphological 
diversity among eastern African populations. 
Our results suggest a minimum of six individuals from the Kisese II collections with two adults and four juveniles. While the 
dating for most of the burials is uncertain, one individual is directly radiocarbon dated to ~7.1 ka indicating that at least one 
burial is early Holocene in age. Craniodental metric comparisons indicate that the Kisese II individuals extend the amount of 
human morphological diversity among Holocene eastern Africans. 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ajpa.24253?campaign=woletoc  
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Current Biology 
PAPERS 

KAUÊ MACHADO COSTA, AYESHA SENGUPTA & GEOFFREY SCHOENBAUM – The orbitofrontal cortex is necessary for 

learning to ignore 

Animals learn not only what is potentially useful but also what is meaningless and should be disregarded. How this is 
accomplished is a key but seldom explored question in psychology and neuroscience. Learning to ignore irrelevant cues is 
evident in latent inhibition—the ubiquitous phenomenon where presenting a cue several times without consequences leads 
to retardation of subsequent conditioning to that cue. Does learning to ignore these cues, because they predict nothing, 
involve the same neural circuits that are critical to learning to make predictions about other “real world” impending events? 
If so, the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), as a key node in such networks, should be important. Specifically, the OFC has been 
hypothesized to participate in the recognition of hidden task states, which are not directly signaled by explicit outcomes. 
Evaluating its involvement in pre-exposure learning during latent inhibition would be an acid test for this hypothesis. Here, 
we report that selective chemogenetic inactivation of rat orbitofrontal cortex principal neurons during stimulus pre-exposure 
markedly reduces latent inhibition in subsequent conditioning. Inactivation only during pre-exposure ensured that the 
observed effects were due to an impact on the acquisition of information prior to its use in any sort of behavior, i.e., during 
latent learning. Further behavioral tests confirmed this, showing that the impact of OFC inactivation during pre-exposure was 
limited to the latent inhibition effect. These results demonstrate that the OFC is important for latent learning and the 
formation of associations even in the absence of explicit outcomes. 
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(21)00384-5?dgcid=raven_jbs_aip_email  
 

REYHAN YAKA et mul – Variable kinship patterns in Neolithic Anatolia revealed by ancient genomes 

The social organization of the first fully sedentary societies that emerged during the Neolithic period in Southwest Asia 
remains enigmatic, mainly because material culture studies provide limited insight into this issue. However, because 
Neolithic Anatolian communities often buried their dead beneath domestic buildings, household composition and social 
structure can be studied through these human remains. Here, we describe genetic relatedness among co-burials associated 
with domestic buildings in Neolithic Anatolia using 59 ancient genomes, including 22 new genomes from Aşıklı Höyük and 
Çatalhöyük. We infer pedigree relationships by simultaneously analyzing multiple types of information, including autosomal 
and X chromosome kinship coefficients, maternal markers, and radiocarbon dating. In two early Neolithic villages dating to 
the 9th and 8th millennia BCE, Aşıklı Höyük and Boncuklu, we discover that siblings and parent-offspring pairings were 
frequent within domestic structures, which provides the first direct indication of close genetic relationships among co-
burials. In contrast, in the 7th millennium BCE sites of Çatalhöyük and Barcın, where we study subadults interred within and 
around houses, we find close genetic relatives to be rare. Hence, genetic relatedness may not have played a major role in the 
choice of burial location at these latter two sites, at least for subadults. This supports the hypothesis that in Çatalhöyük, and 
possibly in some other Neolithic communities, domestic structures may have served as burial location for social units 
incorporating biologically unrelated individuals. Our results underscore the diversity of kin structures in Neolithic 
communities during this important phase of sociocultural development. 
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(21)00423-1?dgcid=raven_jbs_aip_email  
 

Frontiers in Psychology 
PAPERS 

MICHAEL D. BEECHER – Why Are No Animal Communication Systems Simple Languages? 

Individuals of some animal species have been taught simple versions of human language despite their natural communication 
systems failing to rise to the level of a simple language. How is it, then, that some animals can master a version of language, 
yet none of them deploy this capacity in their own communication system? I first examine the key design features that are 
often used to evaluate language-like properties of natural animal communication systems. I then consider one candidate 
animal system, bird song, because it has several of the key design features or their precursors, including social learning and 
cultural transmission of their vocal signals. I conclude that although bird song communication is nuanced and complex, and 
has the acoustic potential for productivity, it is not productive – it cannot be used to say many different things. Finally, I 
discuss the debate over whether animal communication should be viewed as a cooperative information transmission 
process, as we typically view human language, or as a competitive process where signaler and receiver vie for control. The 
debate points to a necessary condition for the evolution of a simple language that has generally been overlooked: the degree 
of to which the interests of the signaler and receiver align. While strong cognitive and signal production mechanisms are 
necessary pre-adaptations for a simple language, they are not sufficient. Also necessary is the existence of identical or near-
identical interests of signaler and receiver and a socio-ecology that requires high-level cooperation across a range of 
contexts. In the case of our hominid ancestors, these contexts included hunting, gathering, child care and, perhaps, warfare. I 
argue that the key condition for the evolution of human language was the extreme interdependency that existed among 
unrelated individuals in the hunter-gatherer societies of our hominid ancestors. This extreme interdependency produced 
multiple prosocial adaptations for effective intragroup cooperation, which in partnership with advanced cognitive abilities, 
set the stage for the evolution of language. 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.602635/full  
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Mind & Language 
PAPERS 

OLLE BLOMBERG – Intentional cooperation and acting as part of a single body 

According to some accounts, an individual participates in joint intentional cooperative action by virtue of conceiving of 
himself or herself and other participants as if they were parts of a single agent or body that performs the action. I argue that 
this notional singularization move fails if they act as if they were parts of a single agent. It can succeed, however, if the 
participants act as if to bring about the goal of a properly functioning single body in action of which they would be parts. This 
latter version of the move manages to capture the cooperative character of joint intentional cooperative action, and does 
this without requiring of participants that they act on higher‐order interlocking intentions. 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/mila.12274?campaign=woletoc  
 

Nature 
NEWS 

Oldest DNA from a Homo sapiens reveals surprisingly recent Neanderthal ancestry 

Ancient human lineages interbred commonly in Europe, as well as the Middle East. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00916-0  
 

PAPERS 

GABRIELLE S. ADAMS et al – People systematically overlook subtractive changes 

Improving objects, ideas or situations—whether a designer seeks to advance technology, a writer seeks to strengthen an 
argument or a manager seeks to encourage desired behaviour—requires a mental search for possible changes. We 
investigated whether people are as likely to consider changes that subtract components from an object, idea or situation as 
they are to consider changes that add new components. People typically consider a limited number of promising ideas in 
order to manage the cognitive burden of searching through all possible ideas, but this can lead them to accept adequate 
solutions without considering potentially superior alternatives. Here we show that people systematically default to searching 
for additive transformations, and consequently overlook subtractive transformations. Across eight experiments, participants 
were less likely to identify advantageous subtractive changes when the task did not (versus did) cue them to consider 
subtraction, when they had only one opportunity (versus several) to recognize the shortcomings of an additive search 
strategy or when they were under a higher (versus lower) cognitive load. Defaulting to searches for additive changes may be 
one reason that people struggle to mitigate overburdened schedules, institutional red tape and damaging effects on the 
planet. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03380-y  
 

Nature Communications 
PAPERS 

ASHLEY S. HAMMOND et al – New hominin remains and revised context from the earliest Homo erectus locality in East 

Turkana, Kenya 

The KNM-ER 2598 occipital is among the oldest fossils attributed to Homo erectus but questions have been raised about 
whether it may derive from a younger horizon. Here we report on efforts to relocate the KNM-ER 2598 locality and 
investigate its paleontological and geological context. Although located in a different East Turkana collection area (Area 13) 
than initially reported, the locality is stratigraphically positioned below the KBS Tuff and the outcrops show no evidence of 
deflation of a younger unit, supporting an age of >1.855 Ma. Newly recovered faunal material consists primarily of C4 grazers, 
further confirmed by enamel isotope data. A hominin proximal 3rd metatarsal and partial ilium were discovered <50 m from 
the reconstructed location where KNM-ER 2598 was originally found but these cannot be associated directly with the 
occipital. The postcrania are consistent with fossil Homo and may represent the earliest postcrania attributable to Homo 
erectus. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22208-x  
 

JULIE DUNNE et al – Honey-collecting in prehistoric West Africa from 3500 years ago 

Honey and other bee products were likely a sought-after foodstuff for much of human history, with direct chemical evidence 
for beeswax identified in prehistoric ceramic vessels from Europe, the Near East and Mediterranean North Africa, from the 
7th millennium BC. Historical and ethnographic literature from across Africa suggests bee products, honey and larvae, had 
considerable importance both as a food source and in the making of honey-based drinks. Here, to investigate this, we carry 
out lipid residue analysis of 458 prehistoric pottery vessels from the Nok culture, Nigeria, West Africa, an area where early 
farmers and foragers co-existed. We report complex lipid distributions, comprising n-alkanes, n-alkanoic acids and fatty acyl 
wax esters, which provide direct chemical evidence of bee product exploitation and processing, likely including honey-
collecting, in over one third of lipid-yielding Nok ceramic vessels. These findings highlight the probable importance of honey 
collecting in an early farming context, around 3500 years ago, in West Africa. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22425-4  
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LUCIANO PRATES & S. IVAN PEREZ – Late Pleistocene South American megafaunal extinctions associated with rise of 

Fishtail points and human population 

In the 1970s, Paul Martin proposed that big game hunters armed with fluted projectile points colonized the Americas and 
drove the extinction of megafauna. Around fifty years later, the central role of humans in the extinctions is still strongly 
debated in North American archaeology, but little considered in South America. Here we analyze the temporal dynamic and 
spatial distribution of South American megafauna and fluted (Fishtail) projectile points to evaluate the role of humans in 
Pleistocene extinctions. We observe a strong relationship between the temporal density and spatial distribution of 
megafaunal species stratigraphically associated with humans and Fishtail projectile points, as well as with the fluctuations in 
human demography. On this basis we propose that the direct effect of human predation was the main factor driving the 
megafaunal decline, with other secondary, but necessary, co-occurring factors for the collapse of the megafaunal 
community. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22506-4  
 

Nature Reviews 
PAPERS 

DAVID L. BARACK & JOHN W. KRAKAUER – Two views on the cognitive brain 

Cognition can be defined as computation over meaningful representations in the brain to produce adaptive behaviour. There 
are two views on the relationship between cognition and the brain that are largely implicit in the literature. The 
Sherringtonian view seeks to explain cognition as the result of operations on signals performed at nodes in a network and 
passed between them that are implemented by specific neurons and their connections in circuits in the brain. The 
contrasting Hopfieldian view explains cognition as the result of transformations between or movement within 
representational spaces that are implemented by neural populations. Thus, the Hopfieldian view relegates details regarding 
the identity of and connections between specific neurons to the status of secondary explainers. Only the Hopfieldian 
approach has the representational and computational resources needed to develop novel neurofunctional objects that can 
serve as primary explainers of cognition. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41583-021-00448-6  
 

SONIA CONTERA – Communication is central to the mission of science 

The future of our species and planet hinges on our scientific creativity to tackle future challenges. However, the trust of the 
public in scientific processes needs to be earned and kept, which will require inclusive, self-reflecting, honest and inspiring 
science communication. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41578-021-00316-w  
 

Nature Scientific Reports 
PAPERS 

EDWARD WRIGHT et al – Chest beats as an honest signal of body size in male mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei 

beringei) 

Acoustic signals that reliably indicate body size, which usually determines competitive ability, are of particular interest for 
understanding how animals assess rivals and choose mates. Whereas body size tends to be negatively associated with 
formant dispersion in animal vocalizations, non-vocal signals have received little attention. Among the most emblematic 
sounds in the animal kingdom is the chest beat of gorillas, a non-vocal signal that is thought to be important in intra and 
inter-sexual competition, yet it is unclear whether it reliably indicates body size. We examined the relationship among body 
size (back breadth), peak frequency, and three temporal characteristics of the chest beat: duration, number of beats and 
beat rate from sound recordings of wild adult male mountain gorillas. Using linear mixed models, we found that larger males 
had significantly lower peak frequencies than smaller ones, but we found no consistent relationship between body size and 
the temporal characteristics measured. Taken together with earlier findings of positive correlations among male body size, 
dominance rank and reproductive success, we conclude that the gorilla chest beat is an honest signal of competitive ability. 
These results emphasize the potential of non-vocal signals to convey important information in mammal communication. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-86261-8  
 

EKATERINA STANSFIELD et al – Respiratory adaptation to climate in modern humans and Upper Palaeolithic 

individuals from Sungir and Mladeč 

As our human ancestors migrated into Eurasia, they faced a considerably harsher climate, but the extent to which human 
cranial morphology has adapted to this climate is still debated. In particular, it remains unclear when such facial adaptations 
arose in human populations. Here, we explore climate-associated features of face shape in a worldwide modern human 
sample using 3D geometric morphometrics and a novel application of reduced rank regression. Based on these data, we 
assess climate adaptations in two crucial Upper Palaeolithic human fossils, Sungir and Mladeč, associated with a boreal-to-
temperate climate. We found several aspects of facial shape, especially the relative dimensions of the external nose, internal 
nose and maxillary sinuses, that are strongly associated with temperature and humidity, even after accounting for 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22506-4
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autocorrelation due to geographical proximity of populations. For these features, both fossils revealed adaptations to a dry 
environment, with Sungir being strongly associated with cold temperatures and Mladeč with warm-to-hot temperatures. 
These results suggest relatively quick adaptative rates of facial morphology in Upper Palaeolithic Europe. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-86830-x  
 

New Scientist 
ARTICLES 

COLIN BARRAS – Exploring 'Aquaterra', the drowned continent walked by our ancestors 

A continent's worth of land inhabited by ancient people has been submerged by rising seas over the past 20,000 years. Now 
we're discovering its secrets. 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg25033300-500-exploring-aquaterra-the-drowned-continent-walked-by-our-
ancestors/#ixzz6s80V9NcV  
 

PLoS Biology 
PAPERS 

SASCHA FRÜHHOLZ et al – Neurocognitive processing efficiency for discriminating human non-alarm rather than alarm 

scream calls 

Across many species, scream calls signal the affective significance of events to other agents. Scream calls were often thought 
to be of generic alarming and fearful nature, to signal potential threats, with instantaneous, involuntary, and accurate 
recognition by perceivers. However, scream calls are more diverse in their affective signaling nature than being limited to 
fearfully alarming a threat, and thus the broader sociobiological relevance of various scream types is unclear. Here we used 4 
different psychoacoustic, perceptual decision-making, and neuroimaging experiments in humans to demonstrate the 
existence of at least 6 psychoacoustically distinctive types of scream calls of both alarming and non-alarming nature, rather 
than there being only screams caused by fear or aggression. Second, based on perceptual and processing sensitivity 
measures for decision-making during scream recognition, we found that alarm screams (with some exceptions) were overall 
discriminated the worst, were responded to the slowest, and were associated with a lower perceptual sensitivity for their 
recognition compared with non-alarm screams. Third, the neural processing of alarm compared with non-alarm screams 
during an implicit processing task elicited only minimal neural signal and connectivity in perceivers, contrary to the frequent 
assumption of a threat processing bias of the primate neural system. These findings show that scream calls are more diverse 
in their signaling and communicative nature in humans than previously assumed, and, in contrast to a commonly observed 
threat processing bias in perceptual discriminations and neural processes, we found that especially non-alarm screams, and 
positive screams in particular, seem to have higher efficiency in speeded discriminations and the implicit neural processing of 
various scream types in humans. 
https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3000751  
 

PLoS One 
PAPERS 

ALBA MASCLANS et al – A sexual division of labour at the start of agriculture? A multi-proxy comparison through grave 

good stone tool technological and use-wear analysis 

This work demonstrates the importance of integrating sexual division of labour into the research of the transition to the 
Neolithic and its social implications. During the spread of the Neolithic in Europe, when migration led to the dispersal of 
domesticated plants and animals, novel tasks and tools, appear in the archaeological record. By examining the use-wear 
traces from over 400 stone tools from funerary contexts of the earliest Neolithic in central Europe we provide insights into 
what tasks could have been carried out by women and men. The results of this analysis are then examined for statistically 
significant correlations with the osteological, isotopic and other grave good data, informing on sexed-based differences in 
diet, mobility and symbolism. Our data demonstrate males were buried with stone tools used for woodwork, and butchery, 
hunting or interpersonal violence, while women with those for the working of animal skins, expanding the range of tasks 
known to have been carried out. The results also show variation along an east-west cline from Slovakia to eastern France, 
suggesting that the sexual division of labour (or at least its representation in death) changed as farming spread westwards. 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0249130  
 

MO CHEN et al – Language switching training modulates the neural network of non-linguistic cognitive control 

Bilingual language experience, such as switching between languages, has been shown to shape both cognitive and neural 
mechanisms of non-linguistic cognitive control. However, the neural adaptations induced by language switching remain 
unclear. Using fMRI, the current study examined the impact of short-term language switching training on the neural network 
of domain-general cognitive control for unbalanced Chinese-English bilinguals. Effective connectivity maps were constructed 
by using the extended unified structural equation models (euSEM) within 10 common brain regions involved in both 
language control and domain-general cognitive control. Results showed that, the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex/pre-
supplementary motor area (dACC/pre-SMA) lost connection from the right thalamus after training, suggesting that less 
neural connectivity was required to complete the same domain-general cognitive control task. These findings not only 
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provide direct evidence for the modulation of language switching training on the neural interaction of domain-general 
cognitive control, but also have important implications for revealing the potential neurocognitive adaptation effects of 
specific bilingual language experiences. 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0247100  
 

Proceedings of the Royal Society B 
PAPERS 

ALEJANDRO MARTÍNEZ & STEFANO MAMMOLA – Specialized terminology reduces the number of citations of scientific 

papers 

Words are the building blocks of communicating science. As our understanding of the world progresses, scientific disciplines 
naturally enrich their specialized vocabulary (jargon). However, in the era of interdisciplinarity, the use of jargon may hinder 
effective communication among scientists that do not share a common scientific background. The question of how jargon 
limits the transmission of scientific knowledge has long been debated but rarely addressed quantitatively. We explored the 
relationship between the use of jargon and citations, using 21 486 articles focusing on cave research, a multidisciplinary field 
particularly prone to terminological specialization, and where linguistic disagreement among peers is frequent. We 
demonstrate a significant negative relationship between the proportion of jargon words in the title and abstract and the 
number of citations a paper receives. Given that these elements are the hook to readers, we urge scientists to restrict jargon 
to sections of the paper where its use is unavoidable. 
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2020.2581  
 

Science 
NEWS 

DNA from cave dirt traces Neanderthal upheaval 

Estatuas cave in northern Spain was a hive of activity 105,000 years ago. Artifacts show its Neanderthal inhabitants hafted 
stone tools, butchered red deer, and may have made fires. They also shed, bled, and excreted subtler clues onto the cave 
floor: their own DNA. “You can imagine them sitting in the cave making tools, butchering animals. Maybe they cut 
themselves or their babies pooped,” says population geneticist Benjamin Vernot, a postdoc at the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology (MPI-EVA ), whose perspective may have been colored by his own baby's cries during a Zoom call. 
“All that DNA accumulates in the dirt floors.” 
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/372/6539/222  
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